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It can keep you up at night, the
thought of some wily hacker,

or, worse, a paid professional, creeping through
your company's most valuable information.
But if you keep your network sealed tight to avoid
the Information Superhighwaymen, you'll miss
out on all the resources and opportunities the
Internet has to offer.
There are other issues. What sort of
access should your employees have to the Net?
How ·doyou control it? What about viruses?
What happens to e-mail, transaction orders, legal
documents and electronic funds once they've
left your secure enclave?
At IBM, some of our smartest people are
working on the problem of information securi!J.
One group consists of "ethical hackers" who try
to break into your system and reveal the cracks
ill your armor.
Once we know your vulnerabilities, we
erect multilayered firewalls and install the latest
IBM AntiViru protection software from our lab .
And, in th event of a break-in, an Emergency
IBM, 5eaJreWayandSolulions
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Response Security Team is standing by around
the clock to detect it, contain it and stop it from
happening again.
If you're just starting to build your own
network, the IBM Global Network gives you
the security and Internet access you need, from
Turkey to Thailand and 43 other countries
around the world.
Every day, more people and more information make the world of networked computing
a place of incredible opportunity and transformation. All the minds and resources of
IBM are committed to helping you get from here
to there. Safely.
Stop by www.ibm.com or call
1 800 IB 1-7080, e t. G204, for our free 16-p~g~
booklet highlighting how IBM can help your
business thrive over the Internet. We'll also send
you our brochure on the IBM SecureWa{ family
of products and service .

Solutions for a small planet"
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Engineering
Reflections:

"I like working on products

that are driven directly by
consumer needs. "
The Engineer: Paul Patt, Senior Member of
Technical Group, BS and MS, Mechanical
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Date Hired: May, 1991
Last Position: "I was with an electronics
company. They're based in Europe, but 1
spent most of my eight years at a New York
research lab, primarily doing manufacturing
process development. 1 liked it because of the
breadth of projects, but the company was
adrift, in limbo."
The Goal: "I'm interested in manufacturing
technology. But 1want to see the product
through; to validate the process 1am creating.
To me, that's essential to understanding the
product goal. So,1 started looking for a company
that's committed to manufacturing technology
and has an integrated approach to the product
development cycle."

Paul Pan in the Chapel Listening Room.

Bose

Corporation is among the most successful

The Result: "I thought Bose might be a good
company for me and it was great to find out it
is. Bose is willing to invest in long term process
development and manufacturing technologies.
The fact that the company was started and is
still run by engineers has a lor to do with that.
I think it explains why the processes are so tightly
integrated. Best of all, we build audio products
that people can afford and enjoy. We work
hard, but we're working on real problems."

American companies competing in the international consumer products marketplace. We welcome exceptional
engineers with imagination and courage who wish to
pursue their ideas in an innovative team environment.
SR. SOFIW ARFIMICROCONTROLLER ENGINEER
As a member of the Electronics Product Development Group, you will be
responsible for the design and development of consumer electronic systems
usingmicrocontrolJers,low-levelassemblydevicedriver design,and C language
control firmware and software design. The ideal candidate will be familiar
with software revision control techniques and their uses, and will have experiencewriting utilitiesfor supporting development environments (DOSIUNIX)
that interface with the outside world. Requirements: BSlMS electrical engineering with a minimum of five years of directly related experience.

For more infonnation on opportunities at
Bose, please write, in confidence, to Paul
McKinley, Director, Engineering Operations, Bose Corporation, The Mountain,
Framingham, MA 01701-9168.
Bose is an Affinnarive Action Employer.

First line
baseball team boasting star players
but lacking a manager won't likely
have a winning record. An orchestra
oaded with skilled performers but
without a conductor rarely produces season after season of memorable concerts.
For long-term success, organizations need
leaders to help harmonize players' skills
and provide focus, direction, and strategy,
not just in pursuit of the group's particular art form but on practical mattersthose nitty-gritty economic realities that
determine its very existence.
Technology Review is an organization
blessed with star players and skilled performers in all departments: editorial,
design, and business. And we have long
had most, but not all, of the necessary complement for leading this talented staff. An
editor-in-chief, managing editor, and
design director have endeavored to ensure
the quality of the product in both words
and pictures. But a magazine is ultimately a
business enterprise; it stands or falls on the
strength of its circulation, advertising, and
budgetary performance. And the fact is
that Technology Review has never had a
full-time professional business leader, otherwise known as a publisher, until now.
Throughout most of the magazine's 97
years, the title of publisher of Technology
Review was delegated to the executive vicepresident of the MIT Association of
Alumni and Alumnae. But regardless of
that person's enthusiasm, intelligence,
sophistication, and commitment to the
magazine-our
incumbent, William J.
Hecht, has personified all that and more
during the past 16 years-he or she was in
charge of a large and complicated operation (of which TR is but one small part),
fulfilled other duties as a high-level university administrator, and did not usually hail
from the publishing business to begin with.
We needed a publisher who had long
played in the magazine big leagues, was
familiar with all aspects of the business side
of general-audience (as opposed to specialized trade or professional) magazines, and
who had or could readily establish strong
contacts with major national advertisers
appropriate to Technology Review. He or
she also had to be imaginative, persistent,
and entrepreneurial in order to make the
most of academia's scarce resources---and
help create some.
We have found that person: I am pleased

-

and personable. I'd buy an ad from him."
"Damn, he got me fired up about our
future! I'm excited about where this guy
wants to take TR. Let's go!" "Now Bruce
1HE
Journey, there's a publisher. His excitement about the magazine seemed genuine,
and I was encouraged by his vision. Despite a firm grounding in ad sales, he
TR
immediately saw potential for other, more
forward-looking ways [such as an enhanced online presence, conferences, and
various spinoffs] of boosting revenue."
For his part, Journey is as enthusiastic as
we are and is looking forward to a rewarding partnership between business and editorial. "Technology Review has quality
and authority," he says. "Its connection
with MIT gives it great credibility, and
there is no better time to have 'technology'
in the title than right now" because it has
become a major interest of an increasingly
technology-literate general public. In keeping with these strengths, a magazine like
TR should be much more of "a forum for
people who influence the decision-making
process." Where they don't yet know
about TR, "my job is to tell 'em."
Technology Review is the only generalinterest national-circulation
magazine
owned by a university. And as far as Jourto introduce R. Bruce Journey, our new
ney is concerned, that particular univerpublisher and chief executive officer, who
comes to us from Time, Inc. Journey has sity is uniquely matched to TR's business
served at Time and Fortune magazines for potential. "MIT understands commercial
11 years, the last 6 as advertising director of achievement and is not afraid of it," he
Fortune's New England office. He has also says. "People here seem to want to make
been the publisher or advertising director of TR much more prominent and financially
successful. My presence, to provide the
several television and cinema magazines.
We were pleased to have attracted an im- drive to get there, is a testament to MIT's
commitment. "
pressive field of candidates, but Journey
Actually, all these good vibrations are
was the clear choice.
starting to make me a little nervous: in the
"We are fortunate to have Bruce Jourethnic milieu where I grew up you wouldn't
ney joining our team," says Robert M.
broadcast celebratory news too vigorously
Metcalfe, member of the TR board and
lest you give it a kinehora-a jinx on the
head of the publisher/ceo search commitwhole affair. But why worry about the
tee. "Technology Review is ready to take
its next big step, which will involve a lot supernatural? All we mortals can do is
make logical decisions-in this case, put in
of what outside MIT they call marketing.
place the person with the best qualificaAnd Bruce knows how to market magazines. What's even better, TR's editors like tions, most enthusiasm, and greatest likelihood of doing the job well. We've in fact
him, which is very unusual for anybody
picked a manager who knows major-league
who's ever sold advertising."
ball. And although he's a nice guy, he's not
"Like him" is an understatement. Conone to finish last. So I have a feeling, knock
sider some of my colleagues' thumbs-up
on wood, that TR's prospects for a chamassessments; "Confident, straight shooter,
energetic, savvy. A salesman-type, to be pionship are about to improve .•
sure, but decidedly non-oily." "Intelligent
-STEVEN
MARcus
and sophisticated." "Solid, down-to-earth,

A NEW PuBLISHER
TAKEs

fIELD

-

celebrates
thepromise of a winning
partnership.

J.
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SCHOOL DAZE
With 20 years' experience teaching highschool chemistry and physics, I agree
with Leon M. Lederman's premise in
"Getting High School Science in Order"
(TR April 1996) that the fight for science literacy "is a war well worth fighting, and it is winnable." But to win the
war, we must start the battle long before
students enter high school.
In the New York Times on January
7, 1990, Robert F. Watson, the National Science Foundation's
director of
undergraduate
education, said "little
children toddle off to school with positive attitudes toward science and math.
By third grade, a tremendous number
don't like it anymore. Unless you
assume some physiological change is
taking place, something is obviously
happening in the schools." A majority of
elementary-school teachers have almost
no formal education in science. They
admit science is their weakest subject,
and their curriculum merely requires
students to read some material and then
complete worksheets. This is not science. Asking questions and then experimenting through hands-on activities to
find answers is science. By changing science education at the elementary level,
we can meet the prerequisites for successfully reorganizing the high-school
science curriculum.
A V1 ORNSTEIN
Educational Director
Little Scientists
New Britain, Conn.
Lederman's eloquent comments deploring our national scientific illiteracy are
right on. What's more, I and many others I know, including some high-school
educators, share his views on the poor
sequencing of secondary science. However, many of us concerned about scientific illiteracy are less worried about

improving
factual knowledge
than
about developing the ability to participate in the scientific process: to gather
evidence, judge its validity, and carefully
think through its implications. Unfamiliarity with this process underlies much
of the irrational and often destructive
decision making in our society.
The least likely place to instill inquirybased science is in the high school. If we
are concerned about eradicating scientific illiteracy in the shortest time, evidence favors K-6 reform, where the natural inquiry skills of children can be cultivated and scientific thinking can
become a habit. Elementary teachers are
also far more receptive to adopting
inquiry pedagogy than high-school specialists for whom memorizing facts,
using algorithms to solve problems, and
achieving high AP test scores are too
often the goals.
jERRYPlNE

Co-Director, Precollege Science Initiative
Professor of Biophysics
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, Calif.
Five years ago our school successfully
instituted the science sequence Lederman recommends. With a physics background, our students are better prepared to understand, rather than just
memorize, concepts in chemistry. The
chemistry background in turn gives students a better understanding of biology.
The later courses also reinforce earlier
ones. When students reach their senior
year, they can go on to a more traditional
mathematics-based
physics
course or an advanced-placement
science course.
RAZEL A. KALLBERG
Chair, Science Department
Berwick Academy
South Berwick, Maine

Continued on page 8

We welcome letters to the editor.
Write: Technology Review, Building W59, Cambridge, MA 02139. Fax: (617)258-8778.
E-mail: < technology-review-letters@mit.edu> .
Please include your address, telephone number, and e-mail address.
Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
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news reports, interviews with interesting and influential people, and
feature on a wide range of topics, including current affairs, business,
the arts, cuisine, and travel. With each new edition, you'll build your
vocabulary, improve your listening comprehension, and increa e
your "cultural IQ," as though you were living abroad.

you've invested the time to learn a foreign language,
you've acquired a valuable asset-an asset that can pay
substantial dividends in rodavs global marketplace. The
problem i , how do you maintain or improve your second language after you leave school, finish the course, or move back to
an Engli h-speaking country?

I

f

ONEY-BACK GUARANTEE: Take 30 days

to examine your first edition. If it's not for you, ju t let u know,
and we'll refund your money. You have nothing to lose.
So why not find out for your elf what thousands of business
people, educators, dipl mats, and professionals on ix continents
are raving about. Subscribe today!

M

you can continue your language study with ChampsElysees, Schau ins Land, Puerta del Sol, and Acquerello
italiano, internationally acclaimed audiomagazines for
intermediate and advanced students of French, German, SpanOW

N

ish, and Italian. Each consists of an hour-long program on audiocassette, accompanied by a printed transcript with an extensive
glossary and informative background notes. Optional study
upplement ,priced separately, include innovative listening
exercises and grammar reviews.
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ecause they're periodicals, they give you a means of
honing your language skills month in and month out,
at your own pace, for as long as you like. That's something traditional cour es can't offer. And the unique radiomagazine format is as entertaining as it is instructive.

I

roduced in Europe by professional broadcasters and journalists-all native speakers-c-each audiomagazine unlocks
the door to a fascinating language and culture. There are
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YES, Please rush me my first audiomagazine!
Champs-Elysees (French):

o tudy supplement
o tudy supplement
o Study upplement
o tudy supplement
o Study upplement
o tudy supplement

0 5 monthly editions (US$79)

o

II monthly editions (US$129)

Schau ins Land (German):

o

5 monthly editions (US$79)

o

II monthly editions (US$129)

Acquerello italiano (Italian):
Puerta del Sol (Spanish):

o 6 bimonthly editions
o 6 bimonthly

(U

89)

editions (US 89)

(U

20)

(US$44)

For more information,
visit our Web site at
http://www.champs-elysees.com

(U $20)
(U $44)
(US$30)
(U $30)

Extra Po.,tage: Canada & Mexico, add US$4 on all subscriptions. Outside North America; US$lO for 5 or 6 editions, US$20 for I I editions.
Tennessee residents add 8.25% sales ta,. (Checks should be in US$ and drawn on a US bonk).
Name

_

Address

City/State/Zip

o Check

enclosed.
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Card no.
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America
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Nashville, TN 37215-8067
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LEITERS

Having taught high-school chemistry
and physics for nearly 30 years, I
observe that science without mathematics is like a building without a foundation. And the only mathematical skill
that science requires is simple algebra.
Open just about any high-school physics
textbook and you will see nothing but
algebra. No calculus, no wave equations, no differentials. And yet I have
found that most of my tenth graders
cannot solve simple algebraic equations.
The problem lies not in the order in
which science is taught-kids
somehow
survive the biology-chemistry-physics
sequence-but
in the mathematical skills
they bring to the sciences. And the problem is not in the high schools but in the
middle and lower schools, where mathematics is not perceived as the means for
solving real-world
problems and is

Swim or exercise against a smooth
current adjustable to anl speed or
ability. Ideal f01· swimmtng, water
aerobics and rehabilitation. The
8' x 15' Bndless poole is simple to
mIIintIJin, uonomual to run, and

tdoors.

therefore not appreciated as an indispensable tool for learning science.
We need a math/science
curriculum that starts in kindergarten
and
runs through the twelfth grade. We
need kids who can calculate simle math without
their eyes becoming glazed, who
can graph and
correlate
data,
who can perform
elementary experiments with basic
~'""jIt=cI1£""~
instruments like ......~,.,.r
stop-watches and
meter sticks, and
who can write a simple lab report.
Whether kids become scientists may
well depend on their individual experiences, but all will become citizens in a
technological world. Even science-ignorant school administrators are beginning
to recognize that science is no longer a
back-burner subject.
JOHN Ross
Morrisville, Pa.

.,.I'I"'i:JJ~

The recommendation by American Renaissance in Science Education (ARISE)
that physics be taught to ninth graders
on a conceptual basis, "deemphasizing
mathematics," may have merit, but did
Leon Lederman and members of ARISE
ask any high-school science teachers
about implementing such an idea?
For many years, I have taught physics
on a conceptual basis using Conceptual Physics by Paul G. Hewitt. Such a
book is the intellectual equivalent of
eating meringue: there is some taste,
but not very much substance. I have
found it necessary to augment the
book with handouts
providing
the
mathematics that the author conceals
from the students.
A conceptual physics book would
have to be very carefully written to
prove acceptable. One such book did
exist, but it is now out of print. This was
Project Physics, developed with grants
Office of Education and
from the
the
ational Science Foundation and
last revised in 1981. This superb text

u.s.
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effectively blended physics, math, and
history. I wrote to the NSF several years
ago suggesting that it support a new edition but never received a reply.
In any case, I shudder to think of having to teach physics to freshmen rather
than seniors. Ninth graders have not yet
developed disciplined
study habits,
require considerable socializing simply
to adapt to the high-school environment,
and thus' are ill-prepared to take physics
as their first science course. For purely
selfish reasons, I would prefer that my
colleagues continue to teach biology to
ninth graders!
WILLIAM L.R. RICE
Science Department
Annandale High School
.Annandale, Va.
We fully support Lederman's argument
that an important step along the path to
improved science literacy is reversing the
traditional high-school science sequence
of biology, chemistry, and physics.
However, he has left out a significant
element: the earth sciences, the study of
the materials and' processes of our
planet, need to be added to the traditional triad of high-school science subjects. Indeed, the new national science
education standards released by the
National Academy of Sciences explicitly
define content standards for earth and
space sciences, as do the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences' Benchmarks for Science Literacy.
These efforts are important because
the earth sciences are inherently interdisciplinary and serve as effective vehicles for integrating scientific fields in
ways that are immediately relevant to
students. The earth sciences are basic to
understanding
the landscape
and
weather where one lives. And the global
environmental
problems
Lederman
mentions as in need of public understanding-the
ozone layer, climate
change, and biodiversity-are
all manifestations of a dynamic planet (with an
overlay of human intervention) and integrate physical, chemical, and biological
processes.
It is in natural settings that students

